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r 
ABSTRACT 

The differential cross sections of 

1T- + p - 1T 
0 + n ( -~ 'V + 'V + n) 

nave been measured at an incident pion laboratory-system kinetic 

energy of 54 MeV. The reactions were identified by detecting and 

measuring the energy of a final-state photon with a large total absorp .. 

tion counter placed at a laboratory-system angle of 84 deg. Analysis 

of the photon energy spectrum yields the center -of -mass differential 

c~oss section for the first reaction, d0' 1/dn>:~ (e* = 90 deg) = 51.5 ± 10.7 

IJ.b/sr, and the coefficients of the Legendre expansion of th~ center-of

mass system differeiltial cross section for the second reaction, 

where A
0 

= 0.68 ± 0.04 mb/ sr, A
2 

= 0.5 3 ± 0.09 mb/ sr, and A 1 is not 

determine d. 

Using the principle of detailed balance, and our measurement of 

the·cross section for the first reaction, we have calculated the isotropic 

term in the cross section for the reaction 'V + n- 1T- + p, obtaining 

a~ ::: 15,4 ± 3.2 IJ.b/sr at p~ = 170 MeV /c. '!'his value is in reasonable 

agreement with other data obtained from photoproduction in deuterium. 
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L. !NTRODUCTION 

There has been considerable discussion in recent years about 

some apparent difficulties with the parameters of low-energy pion 

physics, These parameters come from the cross sections for pion

nucleon scattering at low energy, from the Panofsky ratio, and from 

the cross sections for pion photoproduction near threshold, It has 

been known1 since 1952 that it should be possible to relate these param

eters to each other by using the principles of detailed balance and charge 

independence and some assun1ptions about the energy dependences of the 

cross sections, 

The expression relating the measurable quantities may be ob

tained in the following way, The principle of detailed balance states, 2 

for the reactions of interest, 

2 
u - (E) = l {kjq) u - (E). np-'y'll 'y'n-np 

( 1) 

In the above expression u indicates a center-of-mass system (c, m,) 

eros s section in which the initial state is unpolarized and in which no 

spins are measured in the final state, The cross sections are to be 

measured at the same total c, m, energy, E. The c, m, · mon1enturn of 

the pion is represented by q, and k represents the c, m, momentun1 

of the photon, 

The Panofsky ratio may be defined as 

where w indicates a transition rate for pions stopped in hydrogen, 

Because at low energies only S waves contribute to the cross section, 

and since the capture process is believed to proceed ,from S states only, 

we may write 

P =lim 
o-o 

(j - 0 ( Q) 
np-nn ( 2) 
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where Q is the total kinetic energy in the c. m. The substitution is 

permissible because the relation between the transition probability and 

the cross section is the same for both processes. 

Combining expressions 1 and 2, we obtain 

. 2 
u o(0-0)=2(k/q) PO' _(Q-0). (3) 
rr~p - 'TT n -yn - 'TT p 

This is the basic connection between the Panofsky ratio and the cross 

sections for charge exchange and rr photoproduction. There are two 

reasons why expression 3, in ~tself, is of no practical use. In the first 

place, it is impossible to measure the eros s sections at Q = 0, and in 

the second place; measurement of the 'IT- photoproduction cross section 

is not possible because of lack of a free neutron target. The second 

difficulty may be overcome by using deuterium as a target and applying 

corrections to account for the presence .of the e'xtr.a nucleon in the initial 

and final states •.. Measured crciss sections may then be extrapolated to 

Q = 0 by using theoretically predicted energy dependences. Thus, in 

practice, a comparison of the relevant data through expression 3 is a 

test of (a) the deuterium-to -free -neutron correction, (b) the theoretical 

energy dependences, and {c) the principle of detailed balance. 

Both the charge -exchange and photoproduction eros s sections 

vary rapidly with energy for values of Q near zero. Most of this varia

tion is due to phase-space factors which are customaxily removed. In 

the following we assume that Q is small, and that only S waves are 

pre sent. 

The charge -exchange cross section may be written 

where v
0 

and v _are the c. m. velocities of the rr 0 and rr respectively; 

q is the c •. m. momentum of the 1T-; and &
1 

is the S-wave phase shift 

corresponding to a state with total isospin 1/2. (As in the rest of the 

thesis, we use units such that 1i = c = 1.) Or, in terms of the scatter

ing lengths, 
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a =lim 
0 

q-+0 q 

(7 (Q- 0) ex (4) 

The cross section for photoproduc tion of 'IT+ from protonsD or of 

'IT from neutrons, may be written 

0"± ( Q - 0) = 41TEq 
(5) 

where the superscript ± refers to the charge of the pion in the final 

state, and 

E = total c. m. energy of the pion, 

q = c. m. momentum of the pion, 

k =c. m. momentum of the photon, 

m = pion mass, 

M :;: nucleon mass. 

Combining expressions 3, 4, and 5, and performing the necessary 

al"ith1netic, one obtains 

( 6) 

. The subscript, ex, is meant to emphasize that the principle of charge 

independence has not been used explicitly. The introduction of isospin 

states (and implicitly the principle of charge independence) in expression 

4 it' not strictly necessary. One could. introduce the charge -exchange 

data into expression 3 by using a i
1'charge -exchange scattering length, " 

a. , provided that one had theoretical means for extrapolating the data 
ex 

to Q = 0. By using the principle of charge independence one may com-

pare the value of (a
1 

- a
3

) obtained from charge-exchange data alone 

with that calculated from elastic scattering data. 

In 1958, Puppi3 discussed a set of data indicating a large dis

agreement between the value of (a
1

- a 3) obtained from charged pion

nucleon scattering data and the value obtained from an expression 
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similar to 6. · At that time it was necessary to obtain the 'II'- photo

production cross section from the relation 

(j = yn- 'll'"'p 

where the minus-to-plus ratio 

was obtained from.measurements of the similar quantity in deuterium, 

. using Baldin's corrections 4· to account for the presence of the extra 

nucleon. The set of data 

R-/+ = 1.34±0.14 '(from Ref. 3), 

.~> p = 1.50±0.11 {Ref. 5 ), 

and u'IP - 'll'+n, = ( 1.43 ± 0.06) q • 10 "'
28 

cm
2 

(Ref. 6) 

yielded 

a
1 

.. a
3 

= 0.209 ± 0.028, 

while analysis. of charged pion-nucleon scattering gave 

a 1.- a 3 = 0.27±0.02 (Ref. 7). 

Subsequent theoretical investigations indicated several errors 

in the above analysis. Cini et al. 8 noted that the methods used in 

extrapolating both the phase shifts and the photoproduction data were 

incorrect. They suggested tha.t the scattering lengths be obtained from 

an extrapolation based on dispersion theory, and that the extrapolation 

of the photoproduction data be revised to include the effects of the re

tardation term. These points were discussed further in the paper of 

Hamilton and Woolcock, 9 who al.so noted the necessity for applying an 

I 
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additional Coulomb correction to the phase shifts. These corrections 

brought the experimental data into agreement with expression 6. In a 

later paper, Hamilton and Woolcock concluded 10 that the data were con

sistent not only with expression 6 but also with several other relations 

imposed upon the phase shifts by dispersion relations. Recent evalua

~ions of new experimental data have again raised the· question of whether 

the data are consistent with expression 6. These recent data are dis

cussed further in Sec. V. 

The chain of arguments, calculations, and corrections which 

connects the deuterium data to the charge -exchange data is a lengthy 

one. It was the purpose of this experiment to shorten the unsupported 

length of the chain by providing a measurement at an intermediate 

step--specifically, a measurement of the cross section for the radiative 

capture reaction Tr + p- y + n. A measurement of this cross section 

would permit comparison: with the photoproduction data through 'the 

detailed balance calculation and the deuterium corrections without any 

extrapolation to Q = 0. If the measurement were done in such a way 

that the S-wave component could be isolated, and the results extrapolated 

to Q = 0, then comparison with the charge -exchange data could be made 

through the Panofsky ratio. In this way it might be possible to localize 

any inconsistency as. belonging to one specific half of the chain of argu

ments, and to establish the accuracy of the other half. 
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II. EXPERIMENT 

In this experiment we have measured the differential cross sec

tion for the radiative capture reaction lT + p - 'V + nat a c. m. angle of 

90 deg and an it:J.cident pion laboratory-system {lab) kinetic energy of 

54 MeV. (In the remainder of the thesis the radiative capture reaction 

will be referred to as reaction 1.) This was done by directing a rneas

ured flux of lT- mesons through a liquid hydrogen target and counting 

with high efficiency the high-energy photons produced at a lab angle of 

84 deg. (corresponding to 8 :::::: 90 deg). The energy spectrum of 
c. m. 

these photons was measured with a total-absorption scintillation counter, 

making it possible to distinguish between the monoenergetic photons 

{Ey = 170 MeV) from reaction 1 and the larger number of photons which 

result from charge exchange, 

. ~- + p - ri + TI
0 -~-~:---..-...~. n + y + 'V 

::= 10-15 .7". . sec 

. and which have energies E within a band from 31 to 147 MeV. (The 
'V 

charge .,.exchange reaction will be referred to as reaction 2.) Our analy-

sis also yields the angular distribution of lTo 's produced in reaction 2. 

A. Apparatus 

A plan view of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. 

1. Pion Beam 

A beam. of negative particles (produced in an internal beryllium 
. . 

target by the circulating proton beam of the 184 :.inch cyclotron) was 

externally degraded, momentum analyzed, and focused onto the hydro

gen target,' Figure 2 is a schematic representation of the optical prop

erties of the beam t-ransport system. The momentum of the beam at 

. the center of the target was determined to be 134 MeV/ c by a differen

tial range technique in which the final absorber was the liquid hydrogen 

and its container. Although no attempt was made to unfold the range 

·curve, its width was consistent with a· momentum spread of ± 6o/o as 

calculated from the geometry of the arrangement and the properties of 
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~Target 
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~~ 

counter lj,,,,,,,,,,,,", 

XBL673-2307 

Fig. _1. Plan view of the experimental arrangement. 0
1 

and 0
2 

are 
doublet quadrupoles, M 1 is a bending magnet, and 1 and 2 are scin_
tillation counters. Details of the photon counter and target assembly 
are shown in Fig. 4~ 
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Fig. 2o Schematic representation of the optical properties of the beam 
transport system. For convenience only the deviations from the 
central ray· are shown. 
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the magnets used. 
11 

The composition of the beam was determined by 

' f 1 d' d . 'd . . 12 h us1ng a .ast tunne 10 · e co1nC1 .ence c1rcu1t to measure t e spectrum 

of particle time of flight between counters 1 and 2. Particles included 

in the spectrum were :required by the electronics to meet the criteria 

imposed on the incident beam during the eros s- section measurements< 

A typical spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. The relative numbers of par

tides in the pion, muon, and electron peaks were calculated by using 

a least-squares procedure to fit the data with a surn of three Gaussians. 

From the number of particles in the pion peak was subtracted the num

ber of instances in which the decay 1T +i.- p. + v occurred with the 1-L pass

ing through the second counter. Since the probability of this circum

stance was significant only for decays occurring near counter 2, and 

since the velocities of the pion and the decay muon were not very dif

ferent, these events all had Hight times approximately equal to that of 

a pion. The true nmnber of pions passingthrough the last counter was 

calculated to be (90 ± 1)% of the number of particles included in the pion 

peak. The number of pions decaying between the last counter and the 

target was negligible. The beam composition was 1rwasured several 

times during the experiment; the average picnic fraction (including the 

above correction) was FTI = 0.67 ± 0.01. The average pion flux through 

the final counter ( 3.5- in. high X 2.75 in. wide) was about 1.3 X 106 

pions/min. The distribution of pion intensity in a plane perpendicular 

to the beam was rnaasured at the location of the target with a 3/8 -in. -

diameter scintillator. It was required that particles included in this 

distribution have pion time of flight and fulfill the criteria for incident 

bearo particles. The cyclotron amdliary dee was used to provide a 

long beam spill, in which about half of the total flux was distributed 

over a period of 8.0 m.sec, the ren1ainder being concentrated in an 

initial spike which was gated out electronically. 

2. Hydrogen Target 

The liquid hydrogen was contained in a Mylar flask supported in 

a vacuum by its fill and vent lines. The flask walls consisted of two 

layers of 0.075 -in. Mylar bonded with an epoxy resin. The portions of 

the fill and vent lines near the flask were also Mylar. The profile .of 
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9 10 II 12 13 

T1 ~ T2 , Time of flight (nsec){zero arbitrary) 

14 

lo\U-32197 

Fig. 3. A typical spectrum of particle flight time between counters 1 
and 2 •. Statistical errors are smaller than the· size of the points. 
The smooth curve represents the best fit to the data, assuming a 
Gaussian shape for each peak. 

~' 
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the flask (which was a figure of revolution about an axis parallel to the 

beam) is indicated in Fig. 4. Measurements of the profile were made 

with a traveling microscope with the flask filled with liquid nitrogen 

and suspended in a vacuum. The diameter of the flask was S.O in. and 

the thickness at the center was 3.0 in. Radiation shielding was pro

vided by seven layers of 0.00025 -in. doubly aluminized Mylar foil 

loosely wrapped about the flask, and by the scintillation counters sur

rounding the flask. The windows in the vacuum jacket for incoming 

and outgoing pions and for the outgoing photons consisted of three lay

ers of 0.0075-in,' Mylar and two layers of 0.001..,.in. Al foil. 

3. Scintillation Counters 

a. The monitor telescope 

The positions of counters 1 and 2 are indicated in Fig. 1; other 

. couhters are, shown in the enlarged view of the area near the target, 

Fig. 4. Each counter consisted of a piece of plastic scintillator attached 

by a Lucite coupling to a photomultiplier tube. Counters 1, 2, D, and 

3 in coincidence were used to monitor the incident beam. In addition, 

counters 1 and 2 were used to measure the beam c01nposition, as de

s_cribed in Sec. II. A. 1; counter D measured the dE/dx of each beam 

particle; counter 3 defined the size of the beam near the target. 

Counters 4A and 4B and 4C were used to detect charged particles 

emerging from the target. 

b. The total-absorption photon counter 

The total-absorption counter 13 was designed to detect photons 

with energies between 20 and 200 MeV with high efficiency and good 

energy resolution. It consisted of a cylinder of plastic scintillator 

16 in, in diameter and 80 in, long in which the incident photon was 

converted into an electron-positron shower which subsequently de

posited most of its energy in the scintillator. Estimates based on data 

of Kantz and Hofstadter 14 indicated that this configuration should con

tain, on the average, 94o/o of the incident photon energy. 

The energy deposited in the counter was determined by meas

uring the amount of light produc~d in the scintillator. To obtain good 

energy resolution this light must be collected with an efficiency that is 
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Fig. 4. Schematic section through photon counter and target assembly, 
showing scintillation counters surrounding the target and the 
arrangement of shielding around the photon counter. 
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insensitive to the location of the shower, This was accomplished by 

dividing the cylinder into four 20-in. sections; the surface of each 

section was covered with a diffusely reflecting coating (fiuely powdered 

alpha alumina in a binder of liquid polystyrene), and the light within 

each section was detected in six 2 -in. -diameter photon&ul tipliers 

(6655A) connected to the cylinder by Lucite light pipes (see Fig. 5). 

The anodes of the photomultipliers in each section were tied directly 

together with short cables. The high voltage of each photomultiplier 

was adjusted to equalize the gains of the tubes on each section. The 

light produced by minimum-ionizing cosmic rays passing coaxially 

through the section was used as a reference r::;tandard for this purpuse. 

During the experiment the photomultiplier high voltages were maintained 

to ± 1 volt, and current-regulated de light sources ( 1 B59) mounted un 

each section' were used to check the gain stability of the photomultipliers. 

Tests on the individual sections indicated that the position sensitivity 

was small (n&axin&urn variation with radius~ 5%) and that the energy 

resolution for charged particles was probably deterndned by t}H'! ::>t,.t

ti::;tics of the nun&ber of photons collected by the photornultiplien;. 

After the gains of the individual tt1bes were adjusted the relative gain 

of each section as a whole was n1easnred by use of the cosmic ray 

reference standard rnentioned above. The rise time of the pulse f1·om 

the six tubes of one section was about 20 nsec, the fdll time about 

70 usee, and the total pulse duration about 110 nsec. 

The photon counter was shielded fron& the large neutron fJ ux 

found near the cyclotron by surrounding it with the following 1nat.erials: 
I 

1.5 in. iron, 4 in, lead, 2 in. compressed bode acid, and 14 in. par

affiu (listed from inside to outside). A 3-7/8-in. -diameter circulat· 

coaxial opening in one end of the shielding defined the entrance apt!rture 

f(H the photons (Fig. 4). Counter A, placed between the photon cuunt.l~r 

and the opening in the shielding, was used to veto the cases in which d 

ch<u·ged particle entered the photon counter through the aperture. Tht~ 

experimental area itself, which iucluded the target and the pl10ton 

Ctlltltter, was shielded on the sides by about 5 ft of heavy concrt~k, aud 

by ·J ft of iron ,tiJove and below. With the shielding configuration as 
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Fig. 5, Partially assembled section of photon counter, showing 
arrangement of phototube s and "umbrella 11 counter. 
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described, there were two sources of background counting rate in the 

photon counter: energetic cosrnic rays, and neutron~ associated v.:i th 

the cyclotron. The counting rate due to cosmic rays wa:> about 12 0 

per sec; the energy spectru1n associated with these particles had a 

peak at about 80 MeV, and extended to energies greater than 200 MeV. 

This counting rate was reduced to about 60 per sec by placing a large 

veto counter just above each ~:~ection of the photon counter (Fig. 5). 

Each of these counters (called U for umbrella) con~isted of a oheet of 

pla~tic scintillator viewed from the edges by six 7117 photomultiplierb. 

The signals frorn these tubes were added and placed 1nto anticoincidence 

with the signal from the photon counter. With the full pion beam pa::;:;

ing through the target, and with the signals from counters 0 and A 

placed in anticoincidence, the singles counting rate in the photon cuunter 

(i, e., no coincidence with the incident beam) was about 500 per sec. 

The energy spectrun1 obtained under these conditions decreased approx

imately exponentially with energy. Above about 80 MeV, the contribu

tion from the machine -a.~ sociated background was <tbout equal to thal 

fron1 the cosmic rays. The determination of the energy calibration 

and the resolution of the counter are dii:icus.sed in the section on data 

anal y si .s. 

4. Electronics 

The electronics in this experilnent had two basic functions: to 

count the nu1nber of incident particles, and to n1easure the pulse -height 

spectrurn produced in the photon counter by photono frorn reac lions 1 

and 2. As a practical matter these operations were divided into thrt:e 

steps: 

(a) Define and count the incident beam. 

(b) Detect those events in which a pulse i11 the photon CCJUntt::r br~d 

tht: proper tinw correlation with a neutral interaction in the target. 

(c) Measure the pulse-height frOiu the photon counter fur tho:>t.~ 

events defined by (b). 

Two partially independent 1nethods of performing these operations 

were used. In one n1ethod, a 1nultichannel pulse -height analy~er was 

used to record the pulse -height spectrum. To reduce the number of 

background counts included in the spectrurn the criteria imposed by 
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the electronics for accepting a pulse for analysis were made as strict 

as po::;sible without introducing bias into the spectrum. In the other 

rnethod, the signals from all the counters in the experirnent were dis

played on a four -bean1 oscilloscope and were photographed. A photo

graph was taken if an event met either of two sets of criteria. One 

set was the same as that used in t:ielecting events for the pulse -hei.~ht 

analyzer, In the second set the coincidence requirement specified in 

(b) was weakened. A neon light was photographed concurrently with the 

signals, and an overall shift of the pulse locations indicatt:d on the film 

which :>t:t of criteria were applicablt~. The film contained a great deal 

more correlated information about each event than could be obtaint:d 

fnH11 the ell~ct!·onics, and was useful for checking for corn~ct. operr~ti•·!l 

of the electronic part of the system. 
. 

A block diagram of the elt:ctronics is shown in Fig. 6. Not r:>l,uwn 

on the diagrarn is the alternative trigger arrangement for the four-bean1 

oscilloscope which duplicated the coincidence required inC 
4 

but which 

had a longer coincidence-re::;olving time. 

a. Logic 
~-;;;-

The incident beam was defiued by the coincidence C
2

( 1D3D' 3 '), 

(The* indicates a signal greetter than some assigned threshold; the--

indicates anticoincidence.) The};* requirement eliminated incidt::nt 

particles with low velocity (as indicated by large dE/dx in D) which 

could slop_ in the liquid hydrogen. This was necessary because a stopped 

pion has a much larger probability of producing a photon (or photons) 

than an in-flight pion. (All stopped pions interact by reaction 1 or 

reaction 2.; in our target fewer than 1% of the in-fbght. pio11s intt:~rddt·d 

through these channels.) Furtherrnore, the photon energy spectt·utn 

produced by t:ilopping pions is very different from that pt·od11ced by 

intt~ractions occurring in flight, Thus a small fraction of :;lopping 

pions would cause appreciable dishn·tion of the ob::>erved t.~uergy spet:-, .. 
trum. The threshold for D ,. was adjl1sted while the pulHt~ -height ;:;pt~c --

truttl fron1 D was observed in a pulse -height analyzer which wa::> gated 

on by the c
2 

coincidence, The threshold was set to be slightly llight·r 

than the rnean pulse height produced by pions with the average beam 

I 
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Table I. Symbols used in block diagram of electronics. 

Anode 

Dynode 

Discriminator- scaler 

. Tunnel diode discriminator--Bjerke } . . . 
Fast coincidence See Ref. 12 

Splitter 

Delay and gate 

Tunnel diode discriminator--Swift(~ 5 fJ.Sec pulse width) 

Mixer 

Mixer,-splitter 

Hewlett-Packard 460-AR or 460 BR 

Indicates B+ supply is external regulated supply 

Tunnel diode discriminator- -Cordon Kerns (see Fig. 7) 

Coincidence circuit, Wenzel type 

Slow de coincidence circuit 

Unless otherwise noted, the equipment used here is described in the 

UCRL Counting Handbook. 
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momentum, Particles giving large pulses in counter 3 were rejected 
--;:< 
( 3 ) because this was found to improve the efficiency with which non-

interacting beam particles could, in a subsequent coincidence, be 

vetoed by the counters surrounding the target, 

Neutral interactions of the incident beam were detected by 

C 3(C
2

24), Here "4" represents the summed signals from 4A, 4B, and 

4C- -the counters surrounding the target, The coincidence with 2 was 

found to increase the effiCiency for rejecting charged final states, The 

inefficiency of the anticoincidence arrangement, as measu1·ed by the 

ratio c 3jc2, was 0.024, Thus, by requiring that C3' rather than c
2

, 

be fu,coincidence with the photon counter signal, the number of accidental 

counts included in the photon spectrum was reduced by a factor of 40, 

The number of accidental counts may be decreased further by 

insuring that the resolving time used in detecting coincidences between 

neutral interactions (C
3

) and pulses from the photon counter (y) is as 

short as possible, This minimum resolving time was determined pri

marily by the requirement that it be large enough to include any time 

shifts due to the amplitude variations of the photon-counter signal. 

This is necessary if the photon energy spectrum is not to be distorted 

by an energy-dependent method of gating the pulse-height::analyzer, 

This time -amplitude .correlation was minimized by using ·a tunnel diode 

discriminator to detect the zero-crossing point of the differentiated 

photon counter pulse, The characteristics of this circuit (Fig. 7) were 

designed specifically to match the characteristics of the signal from 

the photon counter, 15 Thus, in spite of a pulse rise time of 20 nsec 

and an amplitude variation of (5. 7/ 1), it was possible to achieve a res

olution time of 5 nsec. (This represents the full width of the distribu

tion of T 2 - Tyd as measured on the photographs of the oscilloscope 

traces, Here T indicates the time corresponding to the half height of 

the leading edge of a pulse, and 2 and yd indicate the signals from 

counter 2 and the special tunnel diode circuit, respectively.)' To be 

conservative the coincidence resolving time used in C
4

(C
3

yAU), the 

coincidence which triggered the pulse -height analyzer during the exper

iment, was 20 nsec. As mentioned previously, A was used to reject 
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Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the tunnel diode discriminator ( TD-CC), 
which was used to improve the timing characteristics o£ the signal 
from the photon counter. 
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charged particles scattering into the photon counter through the aperture 

in the shielding, and U rejected about half the energetic cosmic rays 

passing through the counter, 

In measuring the beam composition, coincidence c 3 was changed 

to C
3

(C
2

2F} •. where F represents the output of the fast coincidence 

FC( 12). The counting rate in c
3 

was then measured as a function of 

the relative delay of signals 1 and 2 at the input of FC. These meas

urements thus defined the relative composition of those beam particles 

satisfying the coincidence (C 2 2}, Coincidence C
1
( 1D3} was used as a 

general monitor of the total flux and was also useful as a check for con

sistent operation of the rest of the electronics, 

All scalers, and the c 4 output that triggered the pulse -height 

analyzer and the four -beam oscilloscope, were gated on by a master 

gate which was adjusted to exclude the initial spike in the cyclotron 

beam spill. 

b, ?ulse-height analysis 

Amplifiers were used to compensate for the slight differences 

in response of the individual sections of the photon counter. The com

pensated signals were added and the sum signal was amplified and then 

split to provide signals for the pulse -height analyzer, the four -beam 

oscilloscope, and the timing circuitry. The signal for the pulse-height 

analyzer was amplified and passed through a linear gate which, when 

triggered by the output of c4 , was open for 0,5 fJ.sec. The output of the 

linear gate was shaped by a pas.sive RC circuit, amplified, and presented 

to the input of a. RIDL pulse-height analyzer. Fast amplifiers (Hewlett

Packard 460-AR) were used for the photon signal in order to preserve 

timing information and so that the gate open time could be kept short to 

reduce the probability of pulse pile -up. In those amplifiers required 

to pre serve pulse -height information the internal B + power supply was 

disconnected and replaced by an external regulated supply. Although 

this modification considerably improved their gain stability, these 

amplifiers were still the major source of drift in the pulse-height 

analysis portion of the electronics, The gain and the linearity of the 

electronics were measured by use of a. precision pulser. 
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c. Four-beam oscilloscope 

The signals to be photographed were amplified and delayed so 

that they presented a convenient display (Fig. 8). Also photographed 

simultane~:msly with the traces displaying the signals were an illuminated 

register giving the number of the picture, and a neon light which indi

cated in a binary fashion which of the two trigger modes mentioned at 

the beginning of Sec. II. A had caused the picture to be taken. The 

triggering of the oscilloscope was arranged so that the trigger signal 

representing the more stringent set of criteria always arrived earlier 

than that representing the looser criteria. Hence the location of pulses 

on the photograph was the same if the event causing the picture to be 

taken met either the strict criteria only, or both the strict and loose 

criteria; if, however, only the loose criteria were met, an overall 

shift of the pulses occurred because of the different triggering time. 

Where amplitude information was important (D and)'), the response 

of the oscilloscope system was calibrated by use of a precision pulser. 

The sweep speeds of the individual traces were calibrated by recording 

the output of an accurate radio -frequency generator. The sweep was 

nominally 20 nsec/cm. 

B. Experimental Procedures 

During the experiment both target-full and target-empty data 

were taken at 54 MeV. To minimize the statistical error in the sub.o 

tracted data, the ratio of total incident flux (target full/target empty) 

was adjusted to be approximately equal to the square root of the ratio 

of the counting rates (target full/target empty) in the high-energy 

channels of the pulse -height analyzer. The duration of a typical run 

was 1 to 2 hours. In addition to the data from the scalers and the 

pulse -height analyzer, the run number, the elapsed time, and the 

initial and final frame numbers photographed by the oscilloscope cam

era were recorded for' each run. 

The known photon spectrum produced by stopping pions was 

used to provide an absolute calibration for the entire system. This 

calibration was performed several times during the experiment by 
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43792~Frame number 
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... _..... A, U 

Neon light 

XBL673-2311 

Fig. 8. Sketch showing the information recorded on the pictures of the 
four-beam oscilloscope. The pulse from the zero-crossing discrim
inator is labeled yd; other pulses are from scintillation counters 
indicated by the labels. 
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degrading the energy of the beam w.ith absorbers, and removing the 
~--

low-velocity anticoincidence requirement (D '') from c
2

• The stopping 

pion rate was about 105 per min, and the calibration runs required 

about 15 to 30 min. 

Several measurements of the beam composition were made 

during each period of continuous operation. The variation of the meas

ured fractional number of pions was of the same order as the accuracy 

of the measurement, about ± 1 o/o. 

The gain of the pulse-height analysis system was measured 

frequently with a precision electrical pulser, and was readjusted when 

necessary. Changes in gain occurring during the collection of data 

rarely exceeded 1o/o. The gains of the individual sections of the photon 

counter were measured at the beginning of each period of operation, 

using the de light sources as refe renee standards. With the photo

multiplier high voltages maintained to ± 1 volt, the change in gain of 

the individual sections was found to be less than ± 0.5o/o. 
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III. DATA ANALYSIS 

A. Pulse ~Ht;ight Analyzer Spect~ 

The object of the experiment was to measure the differential 

cross sections from Eqs. 1 and 2 (defined in Sec. II). In relating 

these cross sections to the experimental data, the double-differential 

cross section, d
2a /dDdk, of photons in the laboratory system (lab) 

y 
may be ·exprt>ssed in terms of the center-of-mass cross sections 1 and 

2. By folding the double-differential cross section with the overall 

response function of the experimental apparatus, a calculated pulse

height spectrum is obtained. This calculated pulse ~height spectrum 

is then compared with the one obtained experimentally, and the param

eters describing cross sections 1 and 2 are adjusted to give a best fit 
. h f . . 2 1n t e sense o m1n1mum X 

The lab double -differential cross section of photons from reac

tion 1 may be written 

2 
d a 

1 
da 

1 andk: {e,k,p)=-Y; 
dn" 

* ( e*, p*) ~~ . 6 [k k < e ) ] - ~ 1 ,p • ( 7) 

Here k 
1
( 8, p) indicates the unique lab photon energy determined by the 

two-body kinematics., and 6 is the Kronecker delta. (Other notations 

used in this section are defined in Table II.) 

The c.m. differential cross section o.f n°'s from reaction 2 1nay 

be written in a Legendre series, as 

jmax 
da o 2 * * 

,.>:, ' ( e,. o , P ) = 
d0. 0 

Tr 

I 
j=O 

~' * A.(u )P.(cos e o). 
J • J 1T 

( 8) 

The coefficients of the Legendre series can then be used to 

describe the lab double-differential cross section of photons resulting 

from the decay of these Tro 's (a derivation of this procedure may be 

found in Ref. 16): 
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Table II. Definition of notation. 

indicates quantity in ('IT-+ p) center of mass 

cross section for y's produced in reaction 1 

cross section for 'ITo's produced in reaction 2 

cross section for y's produced in reaction 2 

solid angle of "V's, unless otherwise noted 

angle of y's with respect to incident 'IT-, unless otherwise 

noted 

energy of photon 

momentum of incident 'IT-

velocity of 'ITo in ('IT-+ p) center of mass, c = 1 

1/J 1- (3~ 
rest mass of n° 

velocity of ( n- + p) center of mass in laboratory system 

1/J1-(3
2 

All quantities given in laboratory system unless otherwise noted. 
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2 
d (}' 2 
<illxk { 8, k, p) = B 

jmax 

\ A.(p*)P.{X)P.{Y), 
L J J J 

' { 9) 

j=O 

where· 

B = 2/13
0

g
0

m
0

g ( 1 - (3 cos 8), 

X ={cos 8 - 13)/{ 1 - (3cos 8) =cos 8*, 

Y " ~~ [ 1 - zg
0

g ~01 - ~ cos e) ]. 

Here Y is the cosine of the angle between the detected photon and the 

"ITo which emitted it, evaluated in the ("IT-+ p) center of mass. 

Combining 7 and 9, we obtain the double -differential cross 

section de'scribing the production of photons from both reactions: 

2 d (}' 
dnd~ ( 8, k, p) 

jmax 

= B \ A.(p *)P .(X)P .( Y) L J J J 
j=O 

d(J'Y• 1 * * dn* + ,~ ( 8 , P ) __](") ( e, p > o [k - k 1< 8, P) ] • 
dn' u.o• 

( 10) 

We calculate the expected experimental pulse -height spectrum by fold

ing this double -differential cross section with the characteristics of 

the measuring techniqu·e. The number of photons produced in the tar

get with energy k, and within the solid angle defined by the aperture 

in the-shielding of the photon counter, is obtained by folding together 

the double-differential cross section, the target thickness, the spatial 

and moment~m distributions of the pion flux, and the solid angle sub

tended by the aperture at points within the target. After the integra

tions over all variables but 8 and p (which determine the double

differential cross section) have been performed, the result may be 

expressed as 

dN d
2

0' 
dky {k) = pN "IT J J g( p) w( 8) dndk ( 8, k, p) d8dp. { 11) 
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Here p is the density of the .liquid hydrogen; N is the number of 
'TT 

incident pions; and g(p) is the normalized distribution of inCident pion 

momentum, p. W( 8} is the weighting factor (target thickness X solid 

angle} obtained as a result of the integrations. The integrations indi

cated in Eq. 11 are over 0 ~ p ~ oo and 0 ~ 8 ~ 'TT, with contributions 

to the integral coming only from those regions where g( p} and W( 8} are 

nonzero. The integrations necessary to calculate W( 8} were performed 

numerically by a computer program. 

The calculated distribution of counts in the pulse-height analyzer 

is then 

1
00 

dN 
Ni = 

0 
--crl- (k} R(k, i}dk, ( 12}! 

where Ni denotes the number of counts in the 2:..th channel, and R(k, i} is 

the overall response function of the photon counter and electronics. By 

combining Eqs. 11 and 12 we obtain 

Expanding d2 u~/ciDdk into the individual terms of Eq. 10, we obtain 

Ni " p~n E [A0 I0(i) + Ai I 1(i) + A2I 2( i) + d~,; i ( e* "90 deg)I3( i) J , 
(14} 

where 

d.(i} = f f /R(k, i}g(p}W(8}P.(X}P.(Y}d8dkdp {for j = 0, 1, 2}, ( 15} 
J ' J J 

EI
3
(i) = J/JR(k,i}g(p)W(8}0[k-k

1
(8,p)) d8dkdp, (16} 

E is the energy-independent efficiency of the apparatus (electronic 

dead-time effects, etc.}, 

I
0

• • • r
3 

are the channel-number distributions obtained by folding 

the photon energy s'pec'tra described by the individual terms of Eq. 10 

with respo:rse of the experimental apparatus. 

f 
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In passing from Eq. 10 to Eq. 14, j has been made equal ~o 
n1ax . 

2 because, at the energy of this experirr1ent, only orbital angular mo-

mentum states with 1 = 0 or 1 are expected to be important, Also, the 

* explicit dependence on p of dO' 
1

/drl. and A. has been removed to indi-
y, J 

cate that these quantities now represent averages over the n1on1enta 

pre sent in the incident beam. 

The response function must be known before the terrns (I0 • • • !
3

) 

can be evaluated explicitly. We write the overall response function as 

a fold of three factors, 

where R
1 

describes the transformation by the photon counter of photon 

energy k into scintillation light L; R
2 

describes the transformation of 

scintillation light into an electrical pulse of arnplitude V by th~ photo

multiplier tubes on the photon counter; R
3 

describes the transformation 

by the electronics of the electrical pulse of a1nplitude V into a count in 

channel i of the pulse-height analyzer, 

Each of the response functions R(X, Y) giveo the pruuability of 

obtaining an output Y fro1n an input X. 

The response of the photon counter, R
1
(k, L), was calculated by 

using a cornputer program to simulate by Monte Carlo techniques the 

development of the photon-electron-positron shower in the scintillator, 

The amount of energy deposited in the counter by ionization loss was 

then calculated from the path lengths of the electrons and positrons, 

and the amount of light produced in the scintillator wa::; assun1ed to be 

proportional to this energy loss. Two independent calculc:t.tions of 

R
1
(k, L) were made, by use of programs developed by Pui rier 

17 
and 

by Zerby. 18 The results of these calculations for an iucident photon 

energy of 150 MeV are shown in Fig. 9. 

The photomultiplier response was assun1ed to be a Gaussian 

whose mean and variance were linearly related to the an1outll: of light 

incident on the photocathodes, 
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Fig. 9. Results of Monte Carlo calculations of the photon counter 
response to monoenergetic incident photons; evaluated for incident 
photon energy of 150 MeV. 
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- 1 
R2( L, V) - sGz ~JT.,J 2rr [ 

2 , 
(V - G 2.L) J 

exp - 2 2 • 
2s G

2 
L' 

where G
2 

represents the gain of the photomultiplier system, including 

the light-collection efficiency. For convenience, we put G
2 

equal to 

unity here, but will include its effect in the overall gain of the system; 

V and L are dutnmy variables and m.ay be considered to have the units 

volts and photons, respectively. This implies that G
2 

has the units of 

volts per photon, and that s
2 

has the units of photons. The fractional 

standard deviation is given by sj,JL. 
The functions R'i(k, L) and R

2
( L, V) were folded together by a 

computer program for various values of the parameter s, and the 

resulting function 

was stored on magnetic tape in the form. of tables, for use in further 

calculations. Two evaluations of this function, using the two calcula

tions of R
1
(k, L} at k = 130 MeV, are shown in Fig. 10. 

A precision electrical pulser was used to rneasure the shape of 

the electronics response function; the counting efficiency was determined 

from measurements made during the experiment and from an evaluation 

of a sample of the oscilloscope photographs. This efficiency was found 

to be independent of pulse height, and therefore is a contribution to the 

energy-independent efficiency, c. 

The two rernaining para1neters (i.e., s, which describes the 

width of the Gaussian photomultiplier response, and G, which represents 

the overall gain of the system) were determined by using as calibration 

data the known spectrum of photons produced by pions stopping in hydro

gen. For the spec,trum produced by stopping pions we may write an 

equation similar to Eq. 14, 

N. = N 0 I
0 

(i, s, G) + N I
3

(i, s, G). 
1 TI Y 

( 17) 
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Fig. 10. Photon counter response folded with Gaussian photomultiplier 
response. Standard deviation of Gaussian= ?o/o at 130 MeV. 
Evaluated for incident photon energy o{ 130 MeV. 
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In writing.Eq. 17 we have used the fact ·that J. = 0 for stopping pions, 

and we have indicated explicitly the dependence on s and G; N and N 0 - - y n 
indicate the number of times that re;:tctions 1 and 2, respectively, are 

produced by the stopping pions; N no /NY is the Panofsky ratio, p. 

Equatio~ 17 was fitted to the experimental data by using a com

puter program which adjusted Nno' NY, s, and G to minimize x2• The 

measured photon energy spectrum produced by pions stopping in the 

liquid hydrogen, and the associated fitted curves, are shown in Figs • 

. 11 and 12. The two fits correspond to the use ofthe two different cal

c.ulations of the. photon counter response, The parameters associated 

·with these best fits are listed in Table III. 

Table III. Parameters determined from best fits 

. to stopping pion data. 

Calculations of R)k, L) 

Characteristics of fit Poirier Zerby 

s 8,29±0,37 9.07±0.40 

G 53.86 ± 0,16 52.97±0,16 
2 56,4 49,8 X 

[P z· (X ) 0.05 0,025 

Panofsky ratio = N o/N 1. 72 ± 0.08 1. 82 ± 0.08 
. n y 

:}J { Panofsky ratio) 0.036 0,001 

In Table !I!, S g.ive s the fractional standard deViation (in percent) 

of the Gaussian photomultiplier response for an incident photon energy 

o!: '.30 MeV {corresponding to the energy of monoenergetic photons from. 

rc2.ction 1 at zero incident pion kinetic energy), and G gives the channel 

· num~er in which the peak corresponding to this energy occurs, The 

.errors given for Sand G are the diagonal elements of the error matrix 

calculated by t.he fitting program, and are determined by the statistical 

accuracy of the data and the correctness of the' fitted function, The 

shape of the electronics response function is known with only finite 
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Fig. 11. Fit to stopping pion data using Poirier 1 s calculation of the 
photon counter response function. 
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Fig. 12. Fit to stopping pion data using Zerby 1 s calculation of the 
photon counter response function. 
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accuracy, and several fits were made to test the sensitivity of the 

parameters Sand G to slight changes in this shape. The variations·.in 

S and G caused by this uncertainty were small compared with the sta

tistical errors. 

In Table III, 9 ( x2
) is the probability that a value of x2 greater 

than or equal to that obtained experimentally might be obtained because 

of statistical fluctuations in a measurement of the assumed function. 

The expression ~(Panofsky ratio) is·used to indicate a similar prob

ability obtained by making a x2 test of the agreement between the value 

of the Panofsky ratio obtained here and a weighted average of other 

measurements. 19 

The following comment's are relevant to the fits and the param

eters determined therefrom. Several points with individual values of 

x2 greater than 4. 0 contribute to the large total x2 • As can be seen 

from Figs. 11 and 12, the distributio~ of these points and their devia

tions from the other data seem to be more indicative of statistical flue

tuation than of a systematic deviation from the fitted functions. To say 

it in another way, there do not appear to be any areas of correlated 

deviation from the fitted functions. If these points with large values of . 

x2 
are omitted from the fit, £Z'( x2) increases to about 0.25 andrthe values 

of the parameters are changed by amounts that are small compared with 

their statistical errors. Thus the fitted curves and the associated values 

of the parameters may be a more adequate representation of the data 

than is indicated by the total value. of x2• However, because we have no 

~priori reason to suspect these points, we have preferred to present 

in Table III the values obtained by using all the data. 

There are three possible causes for the discrepancy between the 

value of the Panofsky ratio obtained in this experiment and the average 

of other recent measurements: 

(a) The discrepancy could be the result of statistical fluctuation. 

As indicated in Table III, the probability that this would occur is ~ 0.1o/o 

for one choice of resolution function, and~ 3.6o/o for the other. 

(b) The discrepancy could be the result of a background which was 

not properly treated in the analysis. There is, in fact, some uncertainty 

.~ 
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connected with the subtraction of empty -target background •. The energy 

spectrum of the degraded pion beam was such that only abou~ one third 

of the incident pions stopped in the hydrogen target. This means that 

the pions within and eme:r:ging from the target had a different energy 

spectrum,. angular distribution, and absolute flux. (normalized to the 

incident flux) depending on whether the target was full or empty. The 

U'sual empty -target subtraction, which was used for the data presented 

in Figs. 11 and 12., depends upon the assumption that the flux of pions 

through the flask walls and other nearby objects is independent of the 

presence or absence of hydrogen in the flask, For most experiments, 

in which both the ene1•gy loss and the fraction of the incident beam which 

interacts in the target are small, this is a good approximation; for the 

reasons mentioned above we have no good reason to believe that it is a 

good approximation in the circumstances in which the stopping -pion 
\, 

data were taken. We have made two manip'ulations of the data to check 

··possible background effects. In one treatment of the data we assurned 

. that the shape qf the photon energy spectrum produced by pions intc r

acting i.n the flask walls and other material was independent of whelher 

the target was full or empty, but that the absolute number of interactions 

need not have the same proportionality to the incident beam in the two 

circumstances. As a normalization condition for subtraction of the 

empty -target data we required that the average number of counts in the 

subtracted spectrum between 20 and 40 MeV be zero. This normaliza

tion was prompted by the fact, noticeable in Figs. 11 and 12, that there 

is an excess of counts in these channels, where the real counting rate 

should be close to zero, Because the empty-target spectrum fallt; off 

very rapidly wi.th energy, this subtraction had little effect upon tht! data 

above 40 MeV, and hence had little effect upon the paramett~rs obtct:ned 

in the fit. In the second treatment of the data, we attempted to minimize 

the contribution of any (assumed) low-energy background by increa:;ing 

the energy below whi~h no data. were included in the fit from 40 MeV to 

50, 60, and 70 MeV. The parameters of the fit remained consistent 

with those obtained with a 40-MeV lower limit, We conclude that 

although there may be uncertainties in the background subtraction they 

do not appreciably affect the results. 
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(c) The discrepancy could be the retmlt of using an incorrect 

response function for the apparat11o, The two response functions uoed 

in the fitting procedure do yield significantly different values of the 

Panofsky ratio and x2
• FurtherrlH•re, the original dett:a, show that the 

two functions yield allnost id~~ntical results for the nurnbe r uf' photons 

produced from rr 0 's, the major part of the difference between the 

functions being in the nurnber of photons which the calculation::~ as:::iign 

to the reaction rr + p- y + n, Unfortunately, it is impossible tu t.dim

inate the possibility that an incorrect response function was 11sed. The 

only teot of the whole analysis systen1, including the choocn reopulic;<· 

functions and the apparatus itself, was the data taken with stoppin!• 

pions, which when analyzed yielded the discrepancy under discuss ion, 

Of the three possibilities, u11ty the third wouJd. necessarily lead 

to incorrect results for the cross-section measurement. The conse

quences of the discrt;pancy are discussed further in St!C, lV. 

The channel-number distributions de::;cribed in Eqs, 15 aud 1(, 

were calculated for both the response func t .i uns whose c haracte ri s tics 

are given in Table III. 

The !;et of paramt:ters, A. aud 
. J 

expedmental data was calculated witlt 
. . . 2 1 pararneters to nnnHnlze X , w 1ere 

d(r 
1
jdn*, that best fitted the 

y, 
a program which adjusted the 

d(T 1 ] 2 

[

Nmeas _ N~alc(A., ~) 
x2 = Ll _i _____ 1_ J -dn-,, ( 1R) 

D. N. 
1 

2. In addition to the best set of parameters and the associated value of x , 
22 the progran1 also calculated the error matrix ·of the parameter. 

calc * ' In Eq. 18, N. (A.,da 
1
/dil) was calculated fromEq. 14, and 

1 J y, . 
N~neas and D.N. were obtained fron1 tlu! experin1ental data by the relations 

1 1 

me as 
N. 

1 ( 

N~ull ) 

Nmt 
TT 

N~nt 
l 
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full mt 
In these expressions, N. and N. represent the channel-by-channel 

1 1 

sum of all experimental pulse-height-analyzer distributions taken with 
. full mt 

the target full and empty, respectlvely; N and N represent the 
'IT 'IT 

total number of pions passing through the target while these distributions 

were being 1neasured. No separate accidentals correction:. was neces

sary because both the rate of accidentals per incident pion and the shape 

of the accidental s pulse -height spectrum were independent of whether 

the target was full or empty; hence this effect is accounted for in the 

simple (full-mt) subtraction. In making the (full-mt) subtraction it is 

also necessary to correct for the residual hydrogen gas which remains 

in the target during the 111nt" runs. .This may be done by replacing p 

in Eq~· 14 by 

The value of Peff used in this experiment was 

Peff = ( 70.0 ± 0.4)g/1 • 

B. Oscilloscope Photographs 

The oscilloscope photographs were measured on a digitized 

measuring projector which transferred the x, y coordinates of selected 

spots on the film onto an I-BM card. Measurements of timing, or pulse 

height, or both, were made on the pulses of interest. A timing meas

urement consisted of measuring the x, y coordinates of the half height 

of the leading edge of the pulse, and a pulse -height measurement con

sisted of a series of points defining the base line and the peak height of 

the pulse. Computer progra1ns were written to transform these meas

urements into the quantities of interest (relative timing and pulse height) 

and to make one- and two-dimensional histograms of the results. 
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Our chief interest in the results from the photographs was to 

check that the efficiency of the C 
4

( C 
3 
y) coincidence was independent of 

the overall pulse height in the photon counter. We found that the time 

spread between the C 
3 

and y signals was about 5 nsec. and that it was 

approximately centered within the 20-nsec coincidence time of c
4

• 

·. 
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IV. RESULTS 

The results obtained by fitting the calculated spectra to the 

experirnental data are given in Table IV. Figures 13 and 14 show 

comparisons between the data and the fitted functions. The errors 

listed in Table IV are the standard deviations calculated by the fitting 

progran1 and are based on the statistical errors in the data. These 

errors are not appreciably increased when the uncertainties in the 

response functions are taken into account. 

It happens that because of the placement of the photon counter, 

the parameter A
1 

appears in the fit multiplied by a small coefficient, 

and as a consequence is poorly detern1ined by this experin1ent. Fixing 

A 1 at a value obtained by interpolation between other nearby n1easure-

1nents makes it possible to reduce the errors on the other par<Hnt~tt~r.s. 

The values of the other parameters are insensidve to the choice of A
1 

because of its small coefficient, The data frorn which A
1 

was deter

mined are shown in Fig. 15. 

The correlation matrix C .. given in Table IV is related to tilt.! 
lJ 

error 1natrix E.. by 
lJ 

C .. ~ E. .ja.a. , 
lJ lJ 1 J 

where a. is the standard deviation of the ith parameter. 
1 -

The excess in the data below 20 MeV, exhibited in Figs. 13 and 

14, is bel!eved to be caused by a rapid rise in the unsubtracted data in 

this region coupled with a small difference in average gain during the 

full and empty running conditions. The full, empty, and subtracted 

data (normalized to the incident flux) are shown in Fig. 16, Several 

fits were n1ade to test the sensitivity of the parameters to the amount 

of low-energy data included in the fit. No significant variation in the 

paran1eters was observed for a wide J:ange of low-energy cutoffs. 

In addition to the errors depending upon the statistical accuracy 

of the pulse-height-analyzer spectra, there is also <tn overall error 

associated with multiplicative factors such as the density and thickness 

of the hydrogen target, the total number of incident pions, and the 

energy -independent efficiency of the apparatus. Theoe factors and 

associated errors are given in Table V. 
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Table IV. Results of fitting procedure, 

Pararneter (mb/sr) 

Ao 

Ai 

A2 

duy, 1 * 
---'~,:<- ( 0 ~ 90 de g) 

em 

Correlation matrix for fit 
using Poirier's calculation, 

Correlation matrix for fit 
using Zerby's calculation, 

Ao 

A2 

du 
1 y, 

dn':c 

1 

Ao 

1 

Calculation of photon 
counter responsi~ function ------.. ·~--------

Poirier Zerby 

o. 682. ± 0.015 0.680 ± 0.014 

(Fixed at -0.8) 

0,531 ± 0.054 0.565 ± 0.052 

0.0515 ± 0,0062 0,0476 ± 0.0058 

2 
X = 41.6, ~? ( x2) ::: 0.4. 

du 
Y.• 1 

dr2 
~.: 

0,81 -0.09 

1 0,40 

1 

2 
X =41.6, .,1J ( xz) = 0,4. 

du 
Y.• 1 

Az 
,., 

dS2' 

0.82 0,03 

1 0.39 

1 
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f Points included in fit 

f Points not included in fit 

2 

1 

-8~~~~~~~~~~_.~--~~~~~--~~~~~ 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 

Photon energy (MeV) 
XBL6H-2316 

Fig. 13. Fit to the experin>ental data using Poirier 1s calculation uf tht~ 
photon counter response function. 
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V) 

0 -2 Q) 

E 

u 

0 -4 
u 

-6 

Photon energy {MeV) 
XBL673-2311 

Fig. 14. Fit to the experiruental data u::dng Zerby's calculation uf the 
photon counter response function. 
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/

Interpolated point used 
__ in fitting program 

-2----=------.--;~--

£ 

0 20 40 60 80 100 

Kinetic energy of incident .,- (MeV) 

XBL673-2318 

Fig. 15. Available data on the coefficient A 1 in the Legendre series 
expansion of the charge-exchange c. m. differential cross section, 
showing how the value used in the fitting procedure was chosen. 
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Full 

--•-- M T 
F-MT 

40 60 

Channel number 

80 

XBL673-23t9 

Fig. 16. Full, empty, and subtracted data (normalized to incident flux} 
showing rapid rise below channel 10 (approximately 20 MeV). 
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Table V. Multiplicative factors and errors. 

Factor 

Hydrogen density 

(Target thickness 
X solid angle) 

NTT 

Overall efficiency 

electronics 

scattering out of y's 

anti by neutron or 
other y 

Overall error 

Value 

70.0 g/l 

0.0174 in. 

2. 7 X 10 9 

0.865 

0.99 

0.99 

sr. 

o/o Error 

0.5 

4.0 

1.5 

3.0 

0.5 

1.0 

5.4 

We combine the overall error given in Table V incoherently 

with the standard deviations given in Table IV to obtain the total error 

of the parameters. The values of the parameters and the total errors 

a:re given in Table VI. 

Table VI. Parameters and total errors. 

Parameter (rob/ sr) 
Calculation of photon counter 
· response function 

Poirier Zerby 

0.68±0.04 0.68±0.05 

Not determined by this experiment 

0.53 ± 0.06 0.56:!: 0.06 

0.0515 ± 0.0068 0.04 76 ± 0.059 
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We now return to the discussion of our discrepant value for the 

Panofsky ratio and the problem of the two response functions. As 

mentioned earlier, in Sec. III, the discrepant value for the Panofsky 

ratio could be caused by using an incorrect response function for the 

photon counter, and this is the only possibility that could lead to in.;; 

'correct values for the cross sections given above. Because we have 

·made all calculations using two response functions, we have adopted ··

the following procedure. 

For our best estimate of the parameters we have chosen those 

obtained when using the photon counter response function calculated· by 

Poirier. This choice was made because in fitting the stopping pion 

data this response function yielded both a higher tlJ (x2) and a less 

discrepant value of the Panofsky ratio. 

To assign systematic errors due to uncertainties in the response 

function we have chosen to add to the random error of each parameter a 

systematic error ~qual to the difference in the two values of that param

eter calculated from the two response functions. Although this choice 

is rather arbitrary, this number is the only available measure of the 
/ 

sensitivity of the results to changes in ·response function. 

The best estimates of· the parameters and their errors are 

therefore 

( 0.68 ± 0.04) mb/ sr, Ao 

A1 

A2 

not determined by this experiment, 

( 0.5 3 ± 0.09) mb/ sr, 

dO' 1 * . 
Y• ( e s:z 9 o de g) 

dn* 
(51.5 ± 10. 7) 

Combining expressions 1 and 5 with our result for 
dO' 1. . >!< 

y, . ( e' s:z 90 de g), we obtain 
.,< dn · 

a;= (15.4±3.2) !J.b/sr 

at an equivalent incident photon energy of 202 MeV. 

; , 
··' 

.• 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

As mentioned in Sec. I, the results of this experiment may be 

compared with the rr photoproduc tion data through the principle o£ 

detailed balance, and with the charge -exchange data through the Panofsky 

ratio. For the latter comparison, a convenient comrnon ground i a the 

S-wave scattering length difference (a
1 

-a
3

). We now proceed to di:;cuss 

these con1parisons, 

By cornparing our result for a
0 

with the results obtained ft·orn 

the deuterium data we n1ay test, within the accuracy of the respective 

experiments, the joint validity of the deuteriun1 corrections and the 

principle of detailed balance, This comparison is shown in Fig, 17. 

The datun1 of Gatti et al. 23 corncs frotn a tneasuren1ent of the radiative 

capture cross section and not frorn a photoproduct:ion experiment. Both 

the datutn from Swanson et al, 
24 

and the data from. Yoon 
25 

are obtained 

from experilnents perforn1ed in deuterium bubble chambers, These 

experiments permit the use of a Chew-Low extrapolation technique 26 

to get the cross section for photoproduction on free neutrons. The 

curves were calculated from the CGLN theory 27 of photoproduction 

l\Sing N ::: 0; they are labeled with the values of the pion-nucleon 

coupling constant £2 
used in the calculation. Here £2 ::: 0.081 ± 0.003 is 

the accepted value obtai ned fr01n charged pion-nucleon scattering; 

£2 
.::: 0.073 ± 0.003 is the value obtained by Yoon in a fit of the CGLN 

28 
theory to his data. (It has been suggested that the photoproduction 

cross section may be in error due to difficulties in calibrating the 

instruments used to n1easure the absolute photon flux, However, we 

note that a recent experiment on rr+ photoproductionl9 yields a val11e of 

£2 = 0,079 ± 0.003, u~:;ing the CGLN theory and assuming R / :..: 1. 3. 
+ -

This n + experin1ent used the sa1ne photon bearn-rnunitoring equip!Ht'~nt 
as used by Yoon,) We conclude that there does not appear to be any 

disagreernent between our value of a~, obtained fron1 the radiative 

capture reaction, and those values obtained fron1 the deuterium data, 

Primarily because of the low accuracy of the datum from this ex peri

n1ent:, this does not prove to be a stringent test of the principles of 

detailed balance, We also note that the data do not seem to be in 
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30 

20 

~This ellperiment 

10 

0~--~--~----~--~--~~--~--~----~--~--~--~ 
150 170 190 250 

Ey (MeV) 

XBL673·2320 

Fig. 17. Values of the 1T photoproduction co~:!fficient a~: 

~ This experiment 

1 Yoon (Ref. 25) 

l Swan~::~on et al. (Ref. 24) 

~ Gatti et al. (Ref. 23) 

The curves are calculated from the dispersion theory of CGLN 
(Ref. 27), using the values of £2 on the graph. 

.. 
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agreement with the CGLN theory using the accepted value for the 

coupling constant. Again because of its large error, our result does 

not lend much weight to this trend. 

In order to cornpare the radiative capture results with the charge

exchange data one n1ust extrapolate to Q ::: 0. Because an extrapolation 

to zero of our single datum would be of little weight, and becc1us(~ this 

datum agrees so well with the data and the CGLN fit of Y oon, as shown 

in Fig. 't7, we have chosen to discuss the threshold value of a~ given 

by this fit. Yoon obtains a~ (Q::.: 0) = (26.0 ± LO) 11b/sr. Fron1 expression 

6 we may then calculate (a
1

- a
3

) :: 0,241 ± 0.010. A similar calculation 

based on the datum of Swanf:ion et al. 24 yields (a
1

- a
3

) ::: ( 0.24 7 ± 0.01 ~). 
These ref:iults, together with other recent evaluations of the scatterillg 

length difference, appear in Table VII. 

Table VII. Recent evaluations of s -wave scattering length 

difference (a
1 

-a
3

). 

Type of data used in 
evaluation 

'Photoproduction data 
and Panofsky ratio 

Charge -exchange data 

Charged pion-nucleoh 
scattering data 

Reference 

Yoon, 25 

Swanson et al., 2.4 

Donnachie and Shaw, 31 

Hamilton, 30 

Donald et al., 32. 

Hohler and Baacke, 33 

San1aranayake and 
Woolcock, 34 

Ha1nil ton, 30 

0.241 ± 0.010 

0,247±0,013 

0,254 ± 0,013a 

0.266 

0.291 ± 0.013 

0.2.92 ± 0.011 

0./9.?. :i: 0,0.:~0 

a, The result of Donnachie and Shaw io not obtained by application of 

CGLN theory to the TT photoproduction data. 

b, This number represents Han1ilt:on's estimate of the "charge 

independent" scattering length difference (i.e., that which should be 

used for charge exchange). 

---------------------,----------·--
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The entries in this table have been divided into categories 

indicating the type of data on which the evaluations are based. 

It is evident frOin Table VII that there is no consensus on a 

unique value for (a 
1 

- a
3

). Ha1nil ton 
30 

believes that the charge -exchange 

and elastic-scattering data can be reconciled at a value of (a
1

-a
3

) .:: 0.266. 

This is about one or two standard deviations away fron'l the value~ ob

tained from photoproduction data and the Panofsl<y ratio. The other 

evaluations based on scattering data, in both charged scattering and 

charge-exchange scattering, also achieve agreement, at (a
1

- a:~) · 0 .• ~'}~, 

but this is four or five standard deviations away from the photoprud111:

tion value. It is perhaps significant that Hamilton's analysis of tilt' 

charged data is based on experin1ents done at energies below 41.5 MeV, 

while the other analyses are based on dispersion integrals of the n± 
., 33 

total cross sections over the energy range 0-+ oo, Hohler hao sug-

gested that in order to resolve the difficulties it may be necessary to 

re -exarnine the methods used at low energies for n1aki ng Coulomb cor

rectiono and for taking into account the n1ass difference between charged 

and neutral pions. 

Our value of A
0 

is given in Fig. 18 along with other charge

exchange data and sorne curves calculated for various values of (a
1

- a
3
). 

The calculationo are based on the parameterization by Harnilton and 

Woolcock, 
10 

and uoe the values of P-wave phase shifts and other 

parameters given in their paper. It is evident from the figure that the 

general trend of the data is considerably higher than the curve baserl 

on the value of (a
1

- a
3

) obtained from photopt·oduction data and the 

Panofsky ratio, 

In Fig. 19 our value of A
2 

is shown along with other available 

data ilnd a curve calculated as in Fig. 17. Only one curvo: appt~drn, 

oince A!.. depends only upon the P-wave pl1ase shift. 

It appears that there rernains smnething to be explained in the 

field of S-wave pion physics, There is still disagreement among tlw 

values of (a
1
-a

3
) determined fron1 different types of data., and even 

some disagreernent in values obtained from the same dati-l., Th.~r,~ is 

' also the discrepancy between the value of the coupling constant f-

• 
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1.0 This experiment 

~ 
0.5 

0~------~--------~------~--------~------~ 
0 20 40 60 

~inetic energy of incident 1r 

80 
(MeV) 

100 

XBL673-2321 

. Fig.· 18. Measurements ·of the ·.coefficient Ao in the Legendre series 
expansion of the charge -exchange c. m. angular distribution. The 
data shown were obtained from a list given in Ref. 35. Recent 
measurements from Refs. 32 and 36 were added. The curves 
were calculated fro1n Hamilton and Woolcock's parameterization 
of the S-and P-wave phase shifts (Ref. 10). Values of(a1 - a 3) 
were chosen from Table VII. · 
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Fig. 19. Measurements of the coefficient A2 in the Legendre series 
expansion of the charge-exchange c. m. angular distribution. The 
data were obtained from a list given in Re'f. 35. The curve was 
calculated from Hamilton and Woolcock 113 parameterization of the 
P-wave phase shifts (Ref. 10). 
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obtained from 'TT' photoproduction, and the value obtained both from 

charged pion-nucleon scattering and from 7T + photoproduction. This 

experiment has indicated, although with low significance, that there 

is no discrepancy between present data and the principle of detailed 

balance. 
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